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Real Reads. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Ann Kronheimer (illustrator). Paperback. 64 pages.
Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.1in. x 0.6in.Marianne is ablaze with fire and passion; Elinor keeps her own
heat under control. Marianne seeks a man who shares her eager spirit; Elinor is in love with the
polite, considerate Edward Ferrars. Their younger sister Margaret watches in bewilderment as
Marianne and Elinor experience the joys and heartaches of early adult life. Is Marianne too warm or
is Elinor too cold Whose example should Margaret followMargaret records the dangers presented
by scheming friends and deceitful lovers. Will Elinor s sense be strong enough to support both
sisters, or will Mariannes sensibility bring tragedyReal Reads are accessible texts designed to
support the literacy development of primary and lower secondary age children while introducing
them to the riches of our international literary heritage. Each book is a retelling of a work of great
literature from one of the worlds greatest cultures, fitted into a 64-page book, making classic
stories, dramas and histories available to intelligent young readers as a bridge to the full texts, to
language students wanting access to other cultures, and to adult readers who are unlikely ever to
read the original...
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ReviewsReviews

This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr. Carmine Hayes MD-- Dr. Carmine Hayes MD

Completely among the finest book I have actually read through. It is probably the most remarkable book we have study. I discovered this book from my
dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Georgiana Pacocha-- Georgiana Pacocha
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